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What happened to the inflation overshoot? 
For the past several years I have been pushing the view that the Fed would welcome — and not just 
tolerate the risk of — a durable move of underlying inflation above the 2% long-term target.  The gist of 
the claim is that the proximity of the lower bound on rates means that inflation will occasionally get stuck 
incorrigibly below 2%.  Knowing this, the Fed will go for numbers above 2% when it can, which is 
basically when the economy is strong.   

This argument makes no reference to compensating for bygones.   It describes the behavior of a central 
bank looking entirely forward.  But a strategy of compensating for bygones would deliver the same result 
in the current environment, at least qualitatively.   

During this economic expansion, headline inflation has run at a cumulative rate of just under 1.55%.  And 
during the past eight years taken in isolation, the pace has been closer to 1.35%.  There is now much 
discussion of the Fed adopting a strategy of making up for such undershoots, although in ways that put a 
premium on “flexibility”, while de-emphasizing commitment.   

Soft pedaling commitment makes sense to me because the Fed is not guaranteed to be able to hit its 
inflation target at any horizon, which to date has been macro’s dirty little secret.  But in my view that just 
underscores that it is very important to make hay while the sun shines, that is, to take advantage of 
buoyant economic conditions, while they persist, to achieve the above-2% inflation required to 
compensate for the lowflation periods.  

The Fed leadership knows this can happen again 

 

Source: BEA, FH calculations 
Data are actual to January.  2% trend is not mean to imply that Fed makes up for bygones, although they may try to in some way. 
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That take was controversial for a while, but its main practical implications are now roughly consensus.  I 
remain outside consensus on only a couple technical details: 

• The policy is already largely in place.  The Fed is already acting on the principles that will be 
announced when its policy and strategy review is concluded in the summer.  I believe this has been the 
case for several years, although probably more fully as time has passed.  I concede this is not 
something I can prove.  

• The main motivation behind the policy “change” is more forward-looking than official Fed 
communication lets on.  If the past were viewed as a one-off and not likely to be repeated, then this 
whole discussion of compensating for bygones would not even be happening.  To me, this is dead 
obvious as well as under-appreciated.  But at this point the practical implications of the distinction are 
low.  It was more relevant back in the day, when the high priests would intone — solemnly and 
irrelevantly — that the Fed does not make up for bygones. Sure, they claim that, but expect them to 
make up for bycomings.  

In my view, this perspective has been helpful to Fed watching and strategy over the past several years 
because it has at every point underscored that the Fed would remain pro-growth, by being dovish.  It did 
not exclude a tightening cycle, obviously, but it did predict that that cycle would be abandoned as soon as 
it made above-trend growth no longer the base forecast.  Closely related, it would have helped you see 
through the “insurance” ease and the nonsense about the Fed using monetary policy to target financial 
stability, as I will get to as an aside at the end of this report.  And it helped in other ways, which I need not 
get into here.  

But, even if I am right about what the Fed’s preference are and have been, it does not necessarily follow 
from this that the Fed will actually deliver above-2% inflation, as you will no doubt by now have noticed. 
With the advantage of hindsight, I would say that the Fed has so far failed to nudge inflation above 2%  
for two related but partly also distinct reasons.  First, their forecasts have been wrong, as they — along 
with consensus — have believed themselves to be running a more inflationary policy than they have in 
fact.  And second, the flat (or absent) Phillips Curve has meant that they have had less immediate control 
over inflation, which has tended to make their forecast errors harder to correct.  The steering is loose, 
which makes wrong turns worse.  

A critic of my take here might retort that it is just so, complicated enough to accommodate that inflation 
has remained below the long-term target, even as it claims that the Fed has wanted inflation above that 
target.  In my view, that criticism would be on point, because I too am a fan of Occam’s razor.  In defense 
of the take, I adopted it several years ago and have not tweaked it to accommodate events.  Rather, it 
inclined me dovish throughout.  But, again, I concede it is not a point I can prove.  

Amazing timing 

Score settling aside, it seems a bit ironic from a forward looking perspective that the Fed would be 
coming clean on — and the consensus finally embracing — that the Fed has a preference for above-2% 
inflation, just as the hay making season may be drawing to a close.   

In the midst of the coronavirus shock, the Fed has cut the funds rate to within 100 bps of the effective 
lower bound, and the market now prices another 50 bps to come.  Closely related, the 10-year treasury 
yield is now hovering around 1%, which means that the various unconventional policies that are floated 
around are also at great risk of not getting traction.    

We have to confront the possibility, to state the obvious, that the Fed will not be able to get even to its 2% 
long-term target, forget the desired late cycle overshoot.  This — along with much else — will depend in 
large part on the progress of the virus, which is well outside my expertise.   
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So, then, what is the remaining relevance of this presumed preference for above-2% inflation?  With fairly 
high conviction, I would say two things: 

• The Fed is going to continue to err on the side of dovishness.  Their preference will for now remain for 
above-trend growth to secure a further labor market tightening to nudge inflation higher.  They may not 
get that preference, again see virus, but knowing they have that preference will help predict their 
behavior in the short run.  It would also be quite relevant in the event that the virus shock were to 
dissipate for whatever reason.   Unlike the “insurance” ease of of earlier this year, the current program 
might be reversible in the event things began to look up.  But the timing of any reversal would be well 
delayed to ensure that the desired above-trend growth were secure.  In the strong-case scenario, 
especially, Fed preferences would dominate debate over the tools.  

•  Investors need to remain extremely skeptical of Fed claims that they will use monetary policy to ward 
off (overheating) threats to “financial stability.” And I would like to conclude with a brief aside on that 
point. 

Greenspan was surprised self-interest did not constrain the banks 
Oof! Me too 

Source: WSJ 

Financial stability distraction 

Prior to the Global Financial Crisis (GFC), the Fed — and I assume other major central banks — were 
following the Greenspan Doctrine.  That doctrine held that monetary policy could not be used to ward off 
bubbles, that bubbles were therefore inevitable, and that monetary policy would have to mop up the mess 
when the bubbles collapsed.  

The Greenspan doctrine fell into severe disrepute in the wake of the GFC.  This was partly because 
Greenspan’s own libertarian world view was found to be wanting, including famously by Greenspan 
himself.  And it did not help that Bernanke described subprime as “contained”, just as the CDO tower of 
doom was about to destroy the world.  
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So it makes sense that the Fed would soft pedal the Greenspan Doctrine in the current environment and 
to claim that there are circumstances, conveniently never observed, under which the Fed might use 
monetary policy.    

In the couple weeks before the Fed did a 50 bps inter-meeting rate cut, there were two bits of information 
produced by the Fed related to this theme.  One was a speech by Governor Lael Brainard in which she 
stated clearly, atypically, and correctly that the Fed is extremely unlikely to use monetary policy to ward off 
bubbles.  And a second was a boilerplate, throw-away passage in the minutes to the January FOMC 
minutes, reproduced below: 

Recognizing these limitations, many participants remarked that the Committee should not rule out 
the possibility of adjusting the stance of monetary policy to mitigate financial stability risks, 
particularly when those risks have important implications for the economic outlook and when 
macroprudential tools had been or were likely to be ineffective at mitigating those risks.   

The throw-away passage received the more attention, particularly among forlorn advocates of the 
financial stability shtick.  And it was truncated (as above) and taken out of context for additional good 
measure.  

To be intentionally rude about it, one striking aspect of the January minutes is that they immediately 
preceded an inter-meeting 50 bps rate cut.   

In fairness, it is probably inappropriate to raise this point in an environment of rapidly intensifying risk 
aversion, which makes overheating somewhat moot.  The real test will be when things stabilize, the 
market drifts back from wherever its low was, and the Fed will have to choose between pursuing its 
conventional macro objectives (one of which is the subject of this note) and warding “overheating” in 
whichever market that might be relevant.   

When the macroeconomic objectives are actually at risk, what the Fed will actually do is a no-brainer.  
They will go crickets on financial stability just like every other time.   The passage above is already fully 
forgotten and will remain so.  Besides, being fair is over-rated anyway.  The objective should be to get it 
right, although I am not sure the financial stability folks would agree on that.   Sometimes they seem 
motivated by other considerations.  

Gerard MacDonell 
gerard@frontharbor.com 
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